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Sisters
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in Christ:

and Brothers

May the peace of

our Lord

Jesus

Christ,the love of God the Father and the communion of the Holy
Spirit be always with you!
into the holy time of Lent.

In a few weeks we will enter
We

are being driven

Spirit

into the desert of our hearts by
into the physical

who drove Jesus

Lk 4:1).

The Church

in its

more deeply into our

enter

desert (Mk

liturgical time of Lent

the

all

ages the model for

¦X

l:12;Mt 4:1;
calls us

o

to

"returning

and

one's

to

true

0

.

5;

G>

inhabit our

0*

self," for

there doing the battle against the

crippling,demonic forces that
as

£7

throughcj

<?

entering into the heart

CD

"hearts," the scriptural term for our

deepest consciousness levels. This has been for Christians
out

&¦?

same Holy

interior psyche as

Cj

well

the world around us.

Christians,forever eager for the paschal victory,know that
true

a prayerful attentiveness to their

freedom comes only through

"hearts." This has been interpreted always by the
desert or wilderness into which the

Spirit

tian ever deeper and deeper into fuller
When we have

the courage to

the conversion or return
at

to

our true

sert

called pent h o s

verty before

(an

the rich

is

drives the Chris-

process of metanoia,

self,we begin to look honestly

a gift which

abiding sense of our

nothingness is
the Fathers of

beyond
the de-

inner,creaturely po-

lovingness of God.

Thomas Merton well describes the
selves

inner

an

freedom.

our creatureliness,our "nothingness," This

our own rational control. It

need

to

go deeper into our-

if we are to move into greater,matured prayer:"Now we can

understand that
unless we

full

first pass

maturity of

spiritual life

cannot

through dread,anguish,trouble,and

necessarily accompany the inner crises of
we

of Jesus

into the

enter

image of

be reached
fear that

spiritual death in which

finally abandon our attachment to our exterior self and sur-

render ourselves completely to Christ."

It

is,therefore,very import ant,when we

our unconscious,that

we.

go deeper and open up

have true criteria to discern which phy si co-

psychic phenomena are of God's

Spirit

and which are of "false

spirits."

Among Catholic charismatics anew phenomenon is occurring in prayer
groups and healing services called "slaying or resting
How

can Catholics discern the authenticity of the

sages of visionaries who report visions of

phys ico-psychic phenomena! Hence

need for

the
true

in the

Spirit."

apparitions and mes-

Blessed Virgin?So many
discer nin ent

%.a.

*
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h
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DISCERNMENT
God has

created us

ing

love for

His

Son.

is

Jesus

experience His

to

each of us

manifested to us

faith,hope and love as

us

in order to
ego by

What

us

set

to become

EXPERIENCES

super-abundant,self-emptythe

death-resurrection of

in the gifts of

the Holy Spirit

truly being God made man. He

lives within

free from our excessive attachment to our

living always centered upon the indwelling Holy Trinity.

struggle it

a

revealed in

as

of

false

OF RELIGIOUS

is

all our life-time to

loving and free and no longer

to

God's

accept

live in

invitation

the darkness of

self-centeredness!
Feodor Dostoevsky,in his powerful novel,The Brothers Karamazov,
describes this human struggle to
free by His

love.

In his legend of

describes fictionally how Jesus

ville,Spain the

resist

Jesus'invitation

to be

set

the Grand Inquisitor,Dostoevsky

returns

to

earth

and appears in Se-

16th century.

Instead of taking possession of men's freedom,Thou
didst increase it,and burdened the spiritual mankind with its sufferings forever. Thou didst desire man's free love,that he should follow Thee
free 1y enticed and taken captive by Thee. In place
of the rigid ancient law,man must hereafter with
free heart decide for himself what is good and what
is evil,having only Thy image before him as his guide.
But didst Thou not know that he would at last reject
even Thy image and Thy truth,if he is weighed down
with the fearful burden of free choice?
,

IGNORANCE AND

THE WILL

TO POWER
our human dignity and

We modern Christians can struggle for
freedom from
and

"foreign",outside oppressors in the arena of politics

economics. Yet in our humble pursuit

and neighbor,we can,through lack of

guidance and a lack of
own basic

inner

greater union with

discipline and self-control over our

become slaves to

spiritual life by

experiences. Thus
ences

we

are

an over-riding attachment to

in great need of

in prayer come from God's

spirits.

Spirit
IS

progress

greater

false

religious

discernment of what

and which

are

experi-

from "false

11

WHAT

con-

interior forces.

Christians can stop any we 11-intended desire for

in the

God

solid,spiritual teaching and

inclinations toward sense pleasures and power to

given

trol any

of

A RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE?

3
you move into a

As

the Holy Spirit,there is

wer of
to

greater

the

freedom to

let go under

possibility that

the po-

can begin

you

experience physico-psychic phenomena,happenings in the various

sense and psychic

psychic

levels of your consciousness

and physical experiences can be

lucination,the hearing of voices,the

and unconscious. Such

seeing of visions and hal-

the

smelling of

sweet

odors,the

touches from seemingly outside agents,the sensation of

feeling of

enduring,pleasant tastes,paroxysms and physical,violent convulsions,
preaching and writing
or

in an "automatic”,impulsive manner,levitations

catatonic fixity,swooning of

a falling phenomenon and many

other

related experiences.

throughout

Catholic Church has been very cautious

The

in dealing with both authentic mysticism and

long history

its

"enthu-

siasm," an exaggerated emotionalism. It knows the power of hysteria
and of

self-induced physico-psychic phenomena once the

trol has

yielded to an opening of

one's unconscious through mental

illness or prolonged introspection as
ness

It

.

also knows

even gain control
man being's

a part

over certain physical

and

attribute it

psychic

involve a delicate inter-action

is

of

our

discernment process

religious experience is.
approaches the
as

individual ex-

always needed,based on correct

upon one's body or physical senses,all the

cribes

an

to

totally to one's own psychic powers,nor totally to

more a physico-psychic phenomenon has

Part

areas of a hu-

Holy Spirit without due discernment,nor

demonic control. Discernment
The

communicate and

to

body-soul-spirit,one can hardly attribute such

ing.

of holi-

life.

perience totally to God's

subject

is

to

Rev. Charles Meyer

dramatic repercussions

greater must

be

teach-

care be

taken.

sure you know what

in his book,T_h£

Touch

of religious experience through what he

a

of God,

des-

"human peak experiences." "By peak experience we would

mean that which is

particularly striking and significant...and which

bring about notable changes

in behavior....

person might well develop a whole
or

the pursuit

of

demonic forces

power of

in all such phenomena that

As

of

the

conscious con-

From

new outlook on

a peak experience a

life, a different

more meaningful philosophy."(p.63).

All
which we
To

of

us

did

have experienced such deep experiences, even those
not

experience God

necessarily feel they

(religiously) is

perience. The "peak experience" has

linked us

in

up directly with God.

therefore one type of peak exthese qualities. It

incorporates

4
within itself in some way a union of opposites.

panied by

is

either a heightened or a dulled activity of

a 1 ogica I,namely,it defies a

It

is

to

anew and better integrated view of

experience. And it

is

the

is

It

life.

is

leads

more a passive than

different inter-

a number of

open to

accom-

senses.

logical explanation while it

It

an active

lasting cha-

of

some element of ambiguity or mystery.

contains

It

racter.

It

pretations and evaluations.(pass im;pp. 64-84).
the normal peak experience,the specific

To

numinous or otherworldly. It

ence

adds these qualities. It

lous

and may seem obscure or unclear. It

the unexplored element of
lates

the psyche.

is mystical

It

is

is

itself describes. It

is

symbolic,that is, it

It

it

is

sign

liminal,or,in other words,it

is

the border between the world of dreams and

world. And

re-

ecstatic or rapturous and,therefore,beyond

physical senses.

the world of

nebu-

appeals to

and

perceiver through a sign to a deeper reality than the

the

lies on

is

"religious" experi-

space-time

the

"ineffable" and,therefore,cannot be described ade-

quately in any words.(p.9s).
CRITERIA OF

With
teria to

the above

the

2. Can

together some cri-

experience is also a religious ex-

experience integrate itself with sound Christian doctrine?
such

an experience better live the Gospel be-

this experience?

3. Does.the experience give the receiver
her

OF GOD

God.

the receiver of

cause of

general background,let us put

as

determine whether a "peak"

perience of
1.

A RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE

or objectives

new purposes

in

life?

4. The

faith of

is

be

to

with

the

considered

subject

must

be

deepened through

the experience if

authentic.lf the experience produces

itself,it is a negative sign of not being from God's

5. Genuine experience of God also promotes

an

obsession

Spirit.

a greater child-confidence

in God,as well as self-respect and self-confidence. The

individual

will show greater courage and will not easily be shaken by

criticism

or rejection.

6. The receiver will experience an increase of
result

in

his/

a

in more prayer and

deeper respect

for

love of

God which will

in more love for people which will result

self and all

others.

it

5
7. Humility is an important sign of
the ability

is

see oneself more

to

authentic religious experience.lt

objectively. The receiver will

also receive a lasting,deep joy and contentment,

relief

a

from

doubts and anxiety.
8. Flexibility

resilience of personality will be

and

in one who has

authentic experience of God.

an

another result

¦ A-n -authentic

rel i-

experience will release a genuine spontaneity in the personality of the subject. There will be the ability to more fully express
one's inner feelings. Thus one will be less inhibited,less self-

inwardly oriented.

centered and more
9 There will be

a decidedly strong

.

a

will-power to carry through with

strong

such

desires. Thus

joy on

will-power to actuate

such

bring pleasure and peace and

one's being.

all levels of
Meyer

experience will

the

toward creative work and

movement

summarizes

a

genuine religious experience : "Genuine re-

ligious peak experience gives a person an opportunity for
time rotting

cendence while

at

both in (self)

and G0d."(p.99)

the

same

10.One important criterion for

person)

(that

judging the

by St. Paul in his Letter

11. One helpful test
with

a

past

one can

experience that

subject

the

subject's control?This

have a

employ is

to

the Spirit,given

the subject

test

the

test

was

sure

5:22).

given experience
to

have been an

lead to another test :does

developed sense of God as

prayer yielding more

of

a reli-

the Galatians are present (Gal.

to

authentic encounter with God. This would
the

fully

more

authenticity of

gious experience is to see whether the fruits
us

trans-

Someone who is

would show itself in

the

beyond

person in

globally to the directing force of God over his,

her own control over the prayer-encounter with God.

12. A rule of

thumb easily applied is

God would habitually act,as seen
authentic dealings with
13. A most

to

ask:"ls

in Scripture and

God.? 1 ' "Is it

do?"

important negative criterion that would give us

a

pro-

given to us by

St.

you

separating the physico-psychic aspects

the experience from the

spiritual area of dee p e n ing fa ith, h o pe

John

of the

and love
This

is

Cross.

such

Are

and clinging inordinately
all

to

the sense-gratifying aspects?

the more common when one experiences powerful

into our physical
of

in one's own past

like what Jesus would

per conduct toward the religious experience is

of

this experience like

"things"

and psychic:
for

levels which

"over! low"

tend to make us

the gratification to our

senses

and

want

more

sense of

6
St.John of

gives us

the Cross

important guideline in

this most

regard to such physico-psychic phenomena:
And it must be known that although all these things may
happen to the bodily senses in the way of God,we must
never rely upon them or accept them,but we must fly from
them,without trying to ascertain whether they be good
or evil,for the more completely exterior and corporeal
they are,the less certainly they are of G0d...50 he
that esteems such things errs greatly and exposes himself to great peril of being deceived; in any case he
will have within himself a complete impediment to the
attainment of spirituality (Ascent of M t .Carmel;Bk.ll;x i)
St. John goes on to show us

that

if

is

there

a question of

thentic experience of God,it will produce its effect upon
at

the very moment

pen i ngs

to

us

it appears or

as

As

gratitously on His part without

God therefore produces
such

is felt.

in us

the effect

God gives

any

that He

to

body ; i t would matter little whether or not he wished
the

fire

would of

pel ,o f

14th

IN

GREATER

the ultimate criterion,the one

testing any experience by

tant,! would
great

PRODUCED

like to

century

quote

at

the

fruit

length the

these hapart,

means of

person's naked
be burned;

to

necessity accomplish its work"(lbid. )
FRUITS

Because

a

au-

one's spirit

effort on our

desires by

experience."lt is as if fire were applied

an

an

.

.

PIETY

Jesus used

in the

produced,ls so

Gos-

impor-

important advice of

the

English mystic,Walter Hilton:

in that time or soon after and wisely consider the
stirrings of your heart drawn from minding and beholding
of Jesus and from spiritual exercises and thinking of yourself and your defects or the inward desire of virtues and so,
knowing and feeling of God,to set the sight of your heart,
affection,delight and rest principally on the said feelings
or visions,then this feeling is suspicious and likely to
come from the enemy...there fore,be it ever so liking and
wonderful,refuse it and assent not thereto,for this is a sleight
of the enemy...But if it so be that manner of feeling makes
you more devout,more fervent in prayer and thought it be so that
it astonish you in the beginning,yet afterwards it turns and
quickens your heart to more desire of virtues,increases your
love to God and neighbor,makes you more humble in your own eyes,
by these tokens you may know it is of God,wrought by the presence and working of a good angel.(Scale of Perfection;Bk.l;pt.l,
Ch.XI).
Beware

In

is

testing the fruit

really of

of

God according to

in mindthat the fruit

we

are

religious experience to discern what

any
the
to

above mentioned criteria,we must

look for

is

not

keep

necessarily that which

7
immediately seen.

can be

ordinary fruit produced from such

The

authentic religious experiences is

that which can be

tested by

in such

spiritual

time,commitment and perseverance.
spiritual discernment is

Thus

necessary

experiences to

see,as we have already said,whether they really

are helping to

lead us

hope and

to

love,or whether

union with God

greater

they are obstacles

through faith,

that

to

union.

Psy-

chologists are also interested in such phenomena,but more so bethe content experienced,while spiritual direction is

cause of
ce

r

ned

only with what has been experienced in prayer,but above

not

the manner in which the

all

responds

individual receives

RELIGION

ern theology and Western

is

used

AND THE

complained of

Rahner has

refer

to

to

what

PSYCHE

the dichotomy which West-

Christianity,both Catholic and Protesactivities with us.

introduced in viewing God's

tant, have

.

gives to us

gratuitous power that we

in no way possess "naturally".

Christianity,rooted more

in the

of

creation. We

are

a

Eastern

Semitic biblical view of grace,

God's "uncreated energies" always

sees

Nat ure

solely from human efforts Super-

comes

describes God's special intervention that

nature

the experience and

it.

to

Karl

con-

work in us

at

always being gifted by

and the whole

God's presence and His

loving energies.
We

speak of God acting in an extraordinary hence superna-

can

,

tural way,but
to

God's

term

It
either
monic
on

the

to

some

day be discovered to be according also

ordinary ways. Perhaps

immense love
the

that might

our lack of

and omnipresence in all

things causes us

supernatural to describe God as
is

un-Christian

to

manner from matter

God should meet
counter,but

to

us not

spirit.

part

God works

is

true

into contact with God.
werful effects

a de-

spirit,should not

be

in an evolutive

alarmed to

think

that

merely in a direct, spirit-to-Spirit en-

in and through our bodies and our psyches.

It

or

Christian theology,based

cramental practices prove that God works on all
and

to

phenomena solely

on God's

the devil's part. Our

Incarnation and the belief that

to resort

sole cause.

attribute psychic

a "supernatural" intervention

influence on

understanding of God's

that

it

is

Still God's

in the body and the

Our

levels of

samatter

ultimately faith that brings
presence can be felt with posoul.

us

8
PSYCHIC PHENOMENA
Some Christians,especially fundamenta lists,have an intrinsic
fear

of

anything that

the inner world of

suggests

psychic phe-

nomena,even though many of them accept and encourage speaking in

tongues,prophesy,healing and many other psychic manifestations. Parapsychology has become a legitimate branch of psychology. Its
scope is

to

investigate,with scientific methods,psychic phenomena.

"Psi"is a general name for all such phenomena.Some of these would be
considered "precognition",

it

a knowledge of

a future event before

"Clairvoyance" is extrasensory awareness of

ever takes place.

external objects or events.

"Mental telepathy" allows us

to

have

an awareness of another's mental acitivites even in distance.

"Psychokinesis" is the ability
by

to

have direct influence exerted

one's mind upon physical objects without the use of any instru-

ments

or physical

energy.

Tied to increasing one’s

psychic powers is

the ability to move

from a lower level of consciousness into the unconscious

to

lease psychic

a loving

energies,especially under

toward others outside. Can we

openness

such phenomena? Can we

dismiss any

velop such psychic powers as being
Therefore we must

say God is

can

in us, is

the

tied to

de-

"magic?"

Jesus Prayer,TM,Silva

Jesus

sameas hypnosis? The, answer

important rule for

help us

the difference between

prayer.lf in

a prayerful encounter with

$

is

the

meditation is

th i

never working in

somehow or other

ask ourselves what

Control,even hypnosis,and true

influence of

technique that

using such meditational techniques as
Mind

the

re-

the Christian

Christ
to

sense

dwelling with-

this question will

discerning the proper use

lead us

into

psychic

powers and techniques that will increase the development of

such

a very

of

powers.

It

has been said that

concentration such

as

all mental techniques of meditation and

TM,Silva Mind Contro 1 Hindu
,

Yoga,Zen Bud-

dhism,etc.use some form of hypnosis. It can safely be admitted that
all

such meditational techniques and hpnosis begin with a simi-

lar approach : the need to concentrate. It

is

the beginning point

pulling ourselves away from dispersion into a still point
The

inner motivation is

far

from any

focus.

all-important in directing our con-

sciousness once we have reached
tian prayer is

of

of

a state of

concentration. True Chris-

form of hypnosis.

Christian prayer, us-

9
similar techniques as

ing

does not

in hypnosis,Hindu Yoga,etc.

"occultism."

condemnation as being a part of

his/her

prayer,the meditator is continually seeking to push

such

In

come under

those found

consciousness

new levels of

to

awareness of

"Other"

God as

the

to

meditator,with the resulting acts of adoration and total surrender
love given in return.

love received and

of

out

Today God has revealed much about

chotherapy. If we
monize all

This

attain an integrated personality,to har-

are to

the various

levels of

layers of the psyche must
means that the lower layers

tiny of

the

tims of

primordial factors

consciousness. We

wer layers. The

in order that
of
a

the human

through the discoveries made in depth psychology and psy-

psyche

upper

the workings of

life within our minds,the

psychic

be harmonized with the
must

be opened up

to

the

scru-

will always remain crippled and vic-

in our lives unless we

open up

Christian opens up the dark areas of

the healing power of God’s

God,can filter into

lower layers.

these lo-

the unconscious

love,revealed by the Word

that broken,demonic

world and bring it

into

loving harmony and wholeness.
TWO

With

the

TYPES OF

SPIRITUAL

EXPERIENCES

general critera given above to discern true religious

experiences from false and

psychic

this comparison of the use of

techniques with true Christian prayer,we can su mm arize spiritual experiences by dividing them into two classes. One
ence

in which

type

an experi-

is

the "self-image" is preserved. In this type of religious

experiences you are a free,positing agent,quite in charge experiencing something happening to you,of which you are fully aware. This
type

embraces all

the majority of
This

type

so-called non-unitive experiences which comprise

spiritual experiences.
of active

involement on

the part

sensory experiences from activating one’s

of

the

subject

embraces

imagination.lntellectual

insights as an inner "vision" and extrasensory experiences as out-ofthe body epxeriences and "psi" phenomena would be
The
In

included in

this type.

second type would embrace spiritual experiences of union.

such experiences all

activities such

as

thinking,imagining,emo-

ting become suspended,yet awareness remains open,clear and vibrant.
Your "self" seems to disappear. This

contemplation. But

such

habitually present in

in all experiences, the fruit

and adoration of God and
index of

is

produced of

greater loving service to others

spiritual experiences' authenticity.

infused
greater love

must

be

the
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TAPES
following tapes are available for

The
Write:

Clarence Dionne:

3112 Concord Ave

.

$4.00
;

each,postage is

included

Alhambra,CA 91803.

1 Asceticism and Centering Prayer:SDlo.
.

2. Purification and Contemplation:SDll.
3. Discernment of Spirits:SDl2.

4. Psychic

Phenomena and Fasting:Ml3 4.

5. Call

the Desert:Ml3s.

to

6. Purification in

7. Am

the Desert: Ml3 8.

Called To Bea Mystic ? M 0 5 8

I

.

VIDEO-CASSETTES
If

interested in a video-series of VHS

you are

weekend retreat given by

tapes of

a recent

*

Fr.Maloney,order from Mrs. June Culver:

Coastline Drive;Seal Beach,CA 90740.T0tal cost including post-

85 0

35.

age

The

individual conferences run
COME

ASIDE

about

AND REST

50 minutes.

AWHILE

1. Ca 11 to Deeper Prayer
2.lnner Silence
3. The Prayer of the Heart
4. Purity of Heart
5. Prayer as Healing of Brokenness
6.lntegration as Resting in God
7.Return from the Desert to the Market Place
k*kkkkkkk k

1 .Week retreat for

k k k -k k

SCHEDULE OF FR.MALONEY
Incarnate Word Sisters; St. Joseph Hospital;Houston,TX

Feb.l-8,1987.
for Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother ; 9 Pocono Rd.Denville,
NJ 07834; 201-627-9008 ; Feb 1 5-21
3. Week Mission in St. Mary's Parish; East Islip,NY; 516-581-4358;Mar.8-12.
4. Weekend retreat sponsored by the Sacred Heart Institute,Caldwell,NJ;
2 0 1-226-7111; Mar.2o-22,
5. Week Mission in St. Patrick's Par ish;Huntington,NY;Mar.2 3- 28.
6. Weekend retreat at La Casa,Scottsdale,AZ; 602-949-9319;April 3-5.
7. Weekend retreat in La Purissima Pari sh,Lompoc,CA;April 10-12.

2. Week retreat

.

.

kkkkkk

Kindly encourage your friends

kk

to

kkk k

subscribe

to

INSCAPE.

CONTEMPLATIVE MINISTRIES
850 Coastline Driver
Seal Beach,CA 90740
NAME

ADDRESS
(Street)

(A

(City)

suggested donation of $lO for 10 issues
costs
of postage and printing)

(State)
is asked

to

(Zip)
defray high

